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EUROPEAN NETWORK ON STATELESSNESS
In late 2011 a pan-European civil society alliance on statelessness was an aspiration. We have
come such a long way since then. Here, we explain why our founders dedicated themselves
to initiating and building a new organisation, what has been achieved during this short period
and why we are working so hard to encourage new partners to join us. And, critically, our
current and future plans to help eradicate the scourge of statelessness in Europe.
OUR MISSION

OUR ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT

The European Network on
Statelessness (ENS) is a network
of non-governmental organisations,
academics, and experts who
believes that everyone has a right
to a nationality. This dedicated
network is committed to ending
statelessness in Europe and to
ensuring that stateless people
must be protected. Advocating
the human rights of the estimated
600,000 people living in Europe,
without a nationality and without a
voice, is our unrelenting pledge.

Initially hosted as a project of its six founding organisations, in
2012 we launched as an open, growing and vibrant organisation.
In its first year, ENS successfully developed its website and
Facebook page and initiated its weekly blog, that, exceptionally
now has over 700 subscribers. ENS instigated its first major
reports and organised two regional capacity-building events.
This progress was achieved with modest seed funding from
the Open Society Foundations and UNHCR’s Global Learning
Centre. Since then, following core support grants from the
UN Refugee Agency, the Sigrid Rausing Trust and the Oak
Foundation, ENS has been able to significantly accelerate its
development and impact. Crucially, in September 2014, ENS
was able to establish its independent legal identity by registering
as a Charitable Incorporated Organisation in the UK.

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM OF STATELESSNESS –
WHY WE FOUNDED OUR NETWORK
Despite there being an estimated 10 million stateless persons
worldwide, until recently, statelessness remained a relatively
hidden and little understood issue. Despite the enormous scale of
statelessness, governments and other stakeholders often ignored
the basic human rights of those lacking a nationality, abandoning
these people to the unseen margins of their societies.
Europe’s historical disowning of the issue is all the more puzzling
as it is also a ‘producer’ of statelessness. Shamefully, children are
still being born in Europe without a nationality. Whether inheriting
their statelessness from stateless parents or being the first in their
family to experience statelessness, they have never known the protection or sense of belonging which a nationality
bestows; all victims of flawed nationality laws. ENS advocates that this is thoroughly preventable, through better
implementation of international and regional standards intended to safeguard a child’s right to a nationality.
Against this depressing backdrop, ENS was established to fill a historical gap, as a coordinating body, and expert
resource, for organisations across Europe concerned about stateless people. No equivalent Network previously
existed. The need for ENS has been evidenced by the fact that, since its launch, it has attracted 100 members.

OUR STRUCTURE
A new management and governance structure has been established following
ENS’s incorporation with its own legal identity. This entails:
The Advisory Committee

The Board of Trustees

The Secretariat

Responsible for advising
on strategic planning

Responsible for overseeing
finance and governance

To implement, develop
and manage operations

We also have an associate membership category. ENS operates a controlled growth and engagement strategy by
maintaining an agile structure with a small Secretariat and a philosophy of building capacity and, wherever possible,
channelling resources through our members.

OUR MEMBERS
Our membership spans a broad spectrum, from large
international NGOs to smaller grassroots organisations: legal
advice agencies, research and policy institutions, frontline
service providers, detention specialists and several prominent
international law experts. We have members in over 30
European countries (see shaded areas on map).
Advisory Committee members: ASKV Refugee Support, Netherlands * Asylum Aid, UK * The Equal Rights Trust, UK * European Roma
Rights Centre, Hungary * Forum Refugiés-Cosi, France * Halina Niec Legal Aid Center, Poland * HIAS Ukraine * Human Rights League, Slovakia
* Hungarian Helsinki Committee * Immigrant Council of Ireland * The Institute on Statelessness and Inclusion, Netherlands * Latvian Centre for
Human Rights * Open Society Justice Initiative * Praxis, Serbia * Hilkka Becker, Ireland * Adrian Berry, UK * Katja Swider, Netherlands
Associate member organisations: Aditus Foundation, Malta * AIRE Centre, UK * Archway Foundation, Romania * Association for
Integration and Migration, Czech Republic * Association for Juridical Studies on Immigration, Italy * Asylkoordination, Austria * Bail for
Immigration Detainees, UK * Belgian Refugee Council, Belgium * British Red Cross, UK * Caritas Vienna, Austria * Civic Assistance Committee
for Refugees, Russia * Civil Rights Programme, Kosovo * Coram Children’s Legal Centre, UK * Danish Refugee Council, Denmark * Detention
Action, UK * EUDO Citizenship, regional * Faith Hope Love, Russia * Foundation for Access to Rights, Bulgaria * Greek Council for Refugees,
Greece * Helsinki Citizens Assembly, Turkey * Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights, Poland * Information Legal Centre, Croatia * Innovations
and Reforms Centre, Georgia * Italian Council for Refugees, Italy * JRS Romania * Kerk in Actie, Netherlands * Law Centre of Advocates,
Moldova * Legal Centre, Montenegro * Legal Clinic for Refugees and Immigrants, Bulgaria * Legal Information Centre on Human Rights, Estonia
* Lithuanian Red Cross Society, Lithuania * Liverpool University Law Clinic, UK * Macedonia Young Lawyers Association, Macedonia * Migrant
Rights Network, UK * NGO Vitality, Moldova * Norwegian Organisation for Asylum Seekers * Peace Institute, Slovenia * People for Change
Foundation, Malta * Portuguese Refugee Council, Portugal * Refugee Action, UK * Refugees International, regional * Tirana Legal Aid Society
(TLAS), Albania * Vasa Prava, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Individual associate members: Marine Antonyan, Armenia * Katia Bianchini, UK * Dr Judith Beyer, Germany * Zsolt Bobis, Hungary *
Michelle Mila van Burik, Netherlands * Ivana Canjuga Bedic, Croatia * Valeriia Cherednichenko, Ukraine * Arsenio Cores, Spain * Eva Ersboll,
Denmark * Paolo Farci, Italy * Eric Fripp, UK * Monika Ganczer, Hungary * Aleksandra Semeriak Gavrilenok, Spain * Professor Guy GoodwinGill, UK * Stans Goudsmit, Netherlands * Stefanie Grant, UK * Professor Rene de Groot, Netherlands * Alison Harvey, UK * Professor James
Hathaway, US * Karel Hendriks, Netherlands * Erika Kalantzi, Greece * Jyothi Kanics, Switzerland * Khrystyna Koleson, Ukraine * Manuela Kraus,
Germany * Maureen Lynch, US * Helena-Ulrike Marambou, Germany * Carolina Marin, Romania * Reinhard Marx, Germany * Keelin McCarthy,
UK * Frances Meyler, UK * Tamas Molnar, Hungary * Hana Van Ooijen, Netherlands * Andrea Saccucci, Italy *Mike Sanderson, UK * Nando
Sigona, UK * Kelly Staples, UK * Kostas Tsitselikis, Greece * Jason Tucker, UK * Caia Vlieks, Netherlands * Sarah Woodhouse, UK

OUR AREAS OF WORK, IMPACT AND ACHIEVEMENTS
We aim to reach our goals by conducting and supporting legal and policy development, awareness-raising and
capacity building activities. Below are some examples of our achievements to date.
CAPACITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES
Statelessness is a growing concern in Europe but although numerous organisations have a mandate to address it,
few possess the specialist knowledge to tackle the root causes. ENS achieves this through the provision of training
and by providing a forum for the exchange of information and good practices. The ENS specialist pool of trainers
implements our Europe Wide Training Programme, thus far having delivered training in Ireland, Macedonia and the
Ukraine. Our website hosts a range of resources.

In November 2013 ENS designed and held in Budapest the first
ever Train-the-Trainer event (ToT) on statelessness, aimed to
build on earlier regional training workshops. Working closely
with UNHCR’s Global Learning Centre, ENS delivered a threeday intensive training course designed to give participants the
confidence, skills and tools to deliver statelessness training to
stakeholders at the national level. ENS members attended from ten
countries, joined by five UNHCR representatives from Europe and
the Americas. Our ToT design is an innovation able to be replicated
elsewhere to support capacity-building efforts.

In April 2014, ENS and the UN Refugee Agency organised a joint
conference “Stateless but not Rightless”, attracting 100 participants
from over 50 countries – including NGOs, academics, ombudsmen
and state and judicial representatives. This was an important
opportunity to debate the need for all European states to introduce
functioning statelessness determination procedures. Discussions
aimed to expand on the role of the ECHR and other quasi-judicial
bodies in improving the protection of stateless persons. The
conference coincided with a session of the Parliamentary Assembly
of the Council of Europe to which ENS was invited to speak.

LAW & POLICY DEVELOPMENT
Our goal is to ensure full respect for stateless persons’ rights, through evidence-based advocacy. We believe that
the full scope of this problem must be understood in order to implement effective policy solutions. Our dedicated
working group aims to bring about change through the targeted use of strategic litigation. We are working hard to
raise the issue of statelessness higher up the EU’s agenda.
In December 2013 we published
the first ever comparative analysis
and good practice guide on existing
statelessness determination
procedures, intended as a useful
tool at a time when more European
governments are persuaded to
address the statelessness problem by
putting in place dedicated procedures
equivalent to those that routinely
already exist for asylum seekers.
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In April 2014 we published our
report, “Preventing Childhood
Statelessness in Europe: Issues, Gaps
and Good Practices” which looks
at how Europe is performing with
regard to the goal of preventing
childhood statelessness. It was
produced as a platform for ENS’s
new campaign “None of Europe’s
Children Should be Stateless”.
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CAMPAIGNING AND AWARENESS-RAISING
Despite some recent awareness-raising gains, statelessness remains a relatively little understood issue. We aim to
put a human face on the problem. Our weekly blog provides opinion and analysis of current developments, to a
readership of thousands.
In support of our first pan-European campaign, in May 2014, ENS launched an online petition calling on European
leaders to take action to protect stateless persons in Europe. Accompanied by a short animation, this garnered
over 7000 signatures. In October it was presented in the European Parliament, an event featured on CNN. The
campaign was covered by 25 mainstream print/online news outlets in over 10 countries, including Mo Magazine, Il
Mondo, the Independent, Open Democracy, Thomson Reuters and the Chicago Tribune. Also by three television
stations (including CNN) and 39 radio stations (including Ireland’s Newstalk).
For its campaign report “Still Stateless, Still Suffering”, ENS gathered testimonies from stateless migrants across
the continent. This snapshot of Europe’s stateless population provided powerful evidence of the human impact
on individuals lacking any nationality. Three strong themes emerged during these Europe-wide interviews, namely:
Detention, Destitution and Life in limbo.

OUR PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

Over the next three years we plan to:
• Build on our campaign to improve protection for stateless persons through a dedicated working group of
ENS members seeking law & policy reform in designated priority countries.
• Utilise ENS’s regional conference in June 2015 to launch our research in eight countries and as a platform for
the public-facing phase of our campaign “None of Europe’s Children Should be Stateless” – including schools
outreach, Facebook and postcard-writing components and the development of multimedia and digital
communications tools.
• Undertake research in up to eight European countries on the arbitrary detention of stateless persons –
supplemented by a training workshop, and advocacy programme in each country, and exported through a
regional toolkit and subsequent regional conference.
• Implement our 2015-2018 litigation strategy through a dedicated working group (comprising lawyers and
ENS members who provide direct advice to stateless persons). Protection, Detention and Childhood
statelessness will remain priority areas.
• Expand our European Wide Training Programme (EWTP) by holding additional Train-the-Trainer events, to build
our pool of member trainers and ability to roll out national-level trainings in new countries.
• Develop a dedicated communications strategy to underpin all our work and objectives, including increased
public education and greater use of web-based and multimedia tools.
• Execute our recently developed 2015-2018 fundraising strategy to ensure long-term sustainability.
We will take advantage of a unique opportunity (and historical oversight), namely that statelessness is emerging
as a major issue of international concern – as evidenced by last November’s launch of a high profile United
Nations campaign aiming to eradicate statelessness within a decade. Nowhere is this ambition more achievable
than in Europe, and ENS will lead civil society efforts to translate growing awareness into tangible increased rights
protection. We will exploit new political space created by recent research and awareness-raising gains, to make the
case for necessary law and policy reform. Building on the present momentum, ENS’s ability to provide technical
advice and assistance will help strengthen existing and nascent protection mechanisms.
For more information or membership enquiries contact info@statelessness.eu
or visit us at www.statelessness.eu

ENS wishes to acknoweldge the generous support of the Oak Foundation, the Open Society Foundations,
the Sigrid Rausing Trust and the UN Refugee Agency
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